Join the AMF

We offer you a high quality and caring work environment that will provide many opportunities to develop professionally and personally.

When you come and work with the AMF, you’ll join teams with diverse profiles and skills, driven by the same vision: designing tomorrow’s finance in a European and international context. You will work for a public interest mission, in a human-scale environment.

Three reasons to come and work with us

A team of excellence

A public interest mission, meaningful jobs

A quality work environment
Our promises as employer

Working with the AMF means working in a unique environment that is as challenging as it is rewarding.

Employees are part of a team of excellence and develop and gain new skills every day. Because they are building a career path, they can also benefit from a tailor-made skills development policy co-constructed with operational staff and managers.

Joining the AMF means an opportunity to be part of a human adventure at the service of a general interest mission to shape tomorrow's finance.

This challenge resonates with the values of the employees who work daily to improve financial market regulation. Every employee works with humility, pride and professional ethics to ensure that savings are protected, investors receive material information and financial markets run smoothly.

Joining the AMF means becoming part of a caring and friendly community.

This is expressed daily in our working relationships, our participatory approaches and in the many team-bonding opportunities. Closeness to management and interaction between teams are principles of action that drive personal skills and collective success.
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